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NEW WHOLESALE SHIPPING NOTICS «PLEASE READ Cz RIFULLY 
n order to give us a wider range of Variety(for future wholesale ‘ 
shipping) you may order now WHOLESALE in UNITS of 12, 25, 50, 75 etec., 
our boxes ere made to hold 12 or 25 plants. These will be shipped 
just the same as we have been shipping via RAILWAY #XPRESS charges 
collect. You may have these shipped Parcel Pést retail if you wish. 
to pay 69¢ each plant plus 1,50 for shipping. We hope this will 
accommodate you too as 25 was too many for some folks to use for 
wholesale. Please list several substitutes because we are going into 
many New Varieties,discontinuing some of the old,therefare the 
quantity of all varieties will be very limited at first.THANK YOU. 
We reserve the right to limit the quantity of any variety.we reserve 
the right to substitute unless you specify ho substitution, wE 
appreciate at least two or more substitutes. We are sorry but at the 
price we sell our plants we cannot extend credit due to the extra 
time and expense involved in bookkeeping.CHECK or MONEY ORDER no COD, 
We appreciate your orders no matter how small,hoping to continue to 
supply you with your African Violets working for choice new varieties 
and good healthy stock. Our soil is now treated with VC-13. "ON 
DAMAGE SHIPMENTS NOTIFY YOUR AGENT IMMEDIATELY TO ENTER YOUR CLAIM" 
Our responsibility ends when your order is shipped,as does other 
growers, ALL WHOLESALE ORDERS SHIPPED IN 24" CLAY POTS. 
DOUBLE MIDNITE GIRE ~ WHITE MADONNA BEE LEE TEE DOUBLET ONE 
DIXTE MOONBEAM GIRL PINK CHAMPAIGN DIXIE MOONBEAM ANGEL LACE 
FRINGED SNOW PRINCE OHIO BOUNTIFUL DBL.PINK BOY BLUE PEAK 
LAVENDER & LACE FIESTA FLARA HERKIMER GIRL HOLIDAY 
DBLePINK GIRL DOUBLE VIOLET ORCHID RAINBOW BERNICE 
RICH MAHOGANY BIG MISTER SNOW PRINCE. GAY DAY 
FRINGED BI ROSE WING ATR WAVES. BIG SWEEP 
SING BOY SUNDAY GIRL T. Ve SERIES 
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The following NEW VARIETIES--- 59¢each plant 
BOLD DESIGN HONEY(pink & white) WONDER BOY BETTER BEE 
SATLOR LAD WHITE MADONNA SUPREME DAY TIDE SKY CLOUD 
ROYAL, HEIR FRINGED APPLE BLOSSOM FROSTY NEWS APHICOT PINK 
MARKED ACTION ANNIVERSARY WALTZ FLORAL PAHK STURDY SISTER 
DBL.DESERT ROSE ANTIE HONEY PROUD BOW CUPID GIRL 
HAPPY QUEEN HOLIDAY GIRL WINDSHIP WISE COUNT 
JING JING DREAM AGAIN KING MAKER WHITE TIPS 
TROQUOIS FIRST DAWN TEMPO BOBB Te RlA te ao 
FLEET DREAM BLUE PEAK SUPREME PINK MIRACLE 
"FANTASY "#VARIAGATED FOLIAGE | : * FEBG 1958 
We are sorry but we have limited stock of these,we will have #o,,.aSko; 1...) 
you to limit these to one of a kind to an order, You may RANT rrr ees 
ee of °39¢ and 59¢ varieties, Most of these are budded or full 
1°) oom. . 

We are sorry but we do not keep a mailing list.Rlease keep this 
circular for future reference as we will send’ supplement additions 
since our circulars varies so little in price, .. 
We ship during the winter when ever possible and will do our best 
to get your order to you as soon as we think the weather permits, 
Give us time. For your own protection use PROTECTIVE SIGNATURE 
and give full details for shipping. Paper we have found is the 
best. insulating material, . ( . ‘ 
THE SELECT VIOLET HOUSE,BOX 1444, 2023 BELMONT AVENUE , YOUNGS? OWN, OHIQ - 
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